To: USTR Transition Team of President‐Elect Biden
Subject: IDFA Policy Priorities for 2021
The International Dairy Foods Association (IDFA), based in Washington, DC, represents the nation’s dairy
manufacturing and marketing industry, which supports more than 3 million jobs that generate $159
billion in wages and $620 billion in overall economic impact for the United States. IDFA members include
a range dairy processing companies, dairy farmer cooperatives, numerous food retailers, suppliers, and
other companies. Together they represent approximately 90 percent of the milk, cultured products,
cheese, ice cream, infant formula and dairy ingredients produced and marketed in the United States and
sold throughout the world. IDFA members are proud to provide safe, nutritious and sustainable dairy
foods to people of all ages, everywhere.

Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
A. Canada – Immediately initiate consultations with Canada under U.S.‐Mexico‐Canada Agreement
(USMCA) on their failure to abide by tariff‐rate quota (TRQ) administration and price class
commitments. The U.S. International Trade Commission estimated in 2019 that the United States
stood to gain approximately $227 million in additional annual dairy exports to Canada based on the
commitments in USMCA. Canada has yet to align both its dairy TRQ allocation conditions and
published price class information with USMCA commitments. IDFA has been requesting USTR to
initiate consultations with Canada on these actions since July 2020. The United States exported $667
million in dairy products to Canada in 2019.
B. Mexico – Pursue discussions with Mexico under USMCA to elevate Mexico’s increasing and wide
variety of inconsistent, unscientific, and unjustified measures against dairy imports. A variety of
Mexican agencies have recently taken aim at increasing scrutiny on both dairy products and imports
through a variety of measures. These measures ultimately treat imports differently than
domestically produced product, create discord between regulatory agencies in Mexico, and leave
wide gaps for interpretation and enforcement that are creating market uncertainty and destabilizing
the trade relationship with the biggest U.S. dairy export market. IDFA requests USTR to prioritize
discussions with Mexico to ensure U.S. dairy products are treated with the favorable access
established by USMCA, and to begin stabilizing the trade relationship with Mexico. The United
States exported $1.5 billion in dairy products to Mexico in 2019.
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C. China – Take immediate action to improve commercial relationship with China by removing
retaliatory tariffs and committing to maintain the gains made for U.S. dairy exporters under Phase
One of the U.S.‐China Agreement. China has historically been a top market for U.S. dairy products,
but exports to China were depressed by China’s implementation of regulatory facility registration
barriers and retaliatory tariffs. Although Phase One resulted in the removal of the regulatory
barriers, the retaliatory tariffs remain a depressant to U.S. export potential in China relative to U.S.
competitors. U.S. dairy exporters also remain cautious that without Phase One commitments, China
may reverse the removal of regulatory barriers. Balancing the positive gains against the removal of
retaliatory tariffs must be a priority for the Biden Administration. The United States exported $372
million in dairy products to China in 2019.
D. European Union – Take initial steps towards long‐term improvement of the trade relationship
with the European Union by entering into negotiations to remove the retaliatory tariffs associated
with the WTO Boeing/Airbus dispute. The trade relationship with the EU has historically been
severely imbalanced due to market‐distorting advantages the European Commission has created for
its producers and the barriers it uses to keep U.S. products out. On its face, the retaliatory tariffs in
the Airbus dispute would seek to correct that imbalance, but ultimately U.S. dairy importers are also
suffering under the current conditions. The U.S. dairy industry and its global partners need the U.S.‐
EU trading relationship to be reset in a manner that seeks the long‐term correction of the trade
imbalance. IDFA urges the U.S. government to begin this process by entering negotiations aimed at
removing the mutual retaliatory tariffs associated with the disputes. The United States exported
$116 million in dairy products to the European Union in 2019.
E. United Kingdom – Complete negotiations with the United Kingdom (UK) and work with Congress
to obtain a vote on the proposed agreement before June 31, 2021. IDFA appreciates any effort by
the United States government to negotiate full and preferential agreements that facilitate the
preferential access of increased U.S. dairy products to that market. The negotiations with the UK as
part of their departure from the European Union are no different, and IDFA members report that
despite 2020 year‐to‐date (YTD) trade data showing significant growth, still more opportunity for
growth exists for U.S. cheeses and butters, in particular. IDFA urges the U.S. government to ensure
the efforts of the U.S.‐UK negotiations are not lost by completing negotiations and collaborating to
ensure a vote is taken on the proposed agreement before the expiration of Trade Promotion
Authority (TPA). The United States exported over $25 million in dairy products to the UK from
January to September 2020, setting 2020 on target to be a record‐breaking year of exports to the
UK.
F. India – Use the groundwork laid by the previous Administration to push India to agree to the
proposed U.S. dairy certificate and tariff rate quotas (TRQs) and allow U.S. dairy access without
additional conditions not applied to other trading partners. The U.S. negotiations with India over
their eligibility for preferential treatment under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) under
the Trump Administration resulted in the most meaningful discussions on U.S. dairy access to India
in more than a decade. Though India is reluctant to give the United States access, they have no right
to withhold access from those exporters willing to meet the terms of the certificate India requires of
U.S. competitors. IDFA encourages the U.S. government to ensure India puts an end to the years of
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unfair barriers to U.S. dairy trade by agreeing to the U.S. certificate and TRQs proposed by the
United States during negotiations. The United States exported $60 million in dairy products to India
in 2019, although U.S. exports have drastically declined in 2020 due to India targeting U.S. lactose
shipments for rejection. Previously, IDFA estimated that India as a market may have the potential to
reach $150 million annually.
G. Legislation – Work collaboratively with Congress to reauthorize Trade Promotion Authority (TPA)
before it expires in 2021. The future of the competitiveness of U.S. dairy exports hangs on the
ability of the United States to quickly and effectively negotiate preferential trade agreements with
U.S. trading partners that include meaningful access for U.S. dairy. With the expiration of the
current TPA legislation looming, IDFA understand USTR will be called upon to guide discussions
related to its reauthorization. IDFA encourages USTR to place any efforts related to TPA
reauthorization as a matter of the highest priority in 2021 to ensure U.S. dairy exports remain
globally competitive. In 2019, the United States exported $5.9 billion of dairy products; at the
highest value, the United States exported $7 billion of dairy products in 2014.
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